
‘Paniyiri Greek Festival’ Personal Narrative Assignment 

 

As most Brisbane residents will attest, the Greeks certainly know how to throw a party, 

making the annual Paniyiri Greek Festival the social event to attend.  After 34 years of 

drawing record crowds, you’d be hard-pressed to find anyone in Brisbane who’s never been 

and until recently I could count myself among that minority. 

  

As a first-timer the excitement I felt about exploring something new, combined with the 

chilly caress of the brisk autumn wind brought back memories of my travels through Europe, 

particularly fitting as I never made it to Greece and attending the Greek Festival was likely 

the closest I’d come. 

 

With 40,000 people expected media outlets cautioned to arrive early, advice which gained 

us immediate access (later the entry queue would curl around the block).  Unsure of what to 

expect I was surprised to be greeted by a side-show alley while in the distance the metal 

arms of amusement rides rose and fell, accompanied by screams of terror and delight. 

 

The natural flow of the crowd lead us through the alley and into a wide arena rimmed with 

stalls.  The park that houses the festival normally provides plenty of grassy space for all but 

today it was covered with families vying for their own personal square. 

 

The intoxicating smells of frying haloumi and honey puffs first drew our attention to the 

food stalls where we took note of the savoury and sweet treats we wanted to feast on later.   

From the main stage cries of ‘opa!’ rang out when the song ‘Zorba The Greek’ began as 

members of the crowd linked arms, faces a-grin, to perform the accompanying dance.   

 

Throughout the day revellers were entertained by local stars and community groups 

performing Greek themed acts.  As my interest stemmed more from a “foodie” perspective I 

chose to forgo the performances to indulge my taste buds. 

 

Instead we headed to the Greek club, perusing the market stalls along the way, to attend a 

cookery class.  Although we arrived as the class was ending it was certainly pleasant to rest 

our weary pins in the chairs provided. 

 

On our return to the arena crowd numbers were reaching uncomfortable proportions while 

the smoky air was especially stifling so even though our tummies were not quite ready to 

stuff with tasty morsels we decided to eat hurriedly and leave before being crushed by the 

masses.  Our Greek delicacies of choice included feta and spinach parcels, chickpea patties 

and haloumi.  As we left we armed ourselves with nougat, baklava and shortbread to munch 

on later before bidding ‘yassou’ to Paniyiri and dragging our full bellies home. 

 

While a fun day out, particularly for a family, there simply wasn’t enough to hold my 

attention, which in combination with the claustrophobia inducing crowd and the constant 

ramming of prams into shins, won’t see me hurry back.  That is, of course, unless I’m unable 

to find someone to bring me a care package of Greek treats next year. 

 


